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ABSTRACT
The clinical effects of remimazolam (an investigational, ultra- short acting benzodiaze-
pine being studied in procedural sedation) were measured using the Modified Observer’s 
Assessment of Awareness/Sedation Scale (MOAA/S). The objective of this analysis 
was to develop a population pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic model to describe 
remimazolam- induced sedation with fentanyl over time in procedural sedation. MOAA/S 
from 10 clinical phase I– III trials were pooled for analysis, where data were collected 
after administration of placebo or remimazolam with or without concomitant fentanyl. A 
Markov model described transition states for 35,356 MOAA/S- time observations from 
1071 subjects. Effect- compartment models of remimazolam and fentanyl linked plasma 
concentrations to the Markov model, and drug effects were described using a syner-
gistic maximum effect (Emax) model. Simulations were performed to identify the opti-
mal remimazolam- fentanyl combination doses in procedural sedation. Fentanyl showed 
synergistic effects with remimazolam in sedation. Increasing age was related to longer 
recovery from sedation. Patients with body mass index greater than 25 kg/m2 had ~30% 
higher rates of distribution from plasma to the effect site (keo), indicating a slightly faster 
onset of sedation. Simulations showed that remimazolam 5 mg was more appropriate 
than 4 or 6 mg when administered with fentanyl 50 μg. The model and simulations sup-
port that a combination of remimazolam 5 mg with fentanyl 50 μg is an appropriate 
dosing regimen and the dose of remimazolam does not need to be changed in elderly 
patients, but some elderly patients may have a longer duration of sedation.

Study Highlights
WHAT IS THE CURRENT KNOWLEDGE ON THE TOPIC?
A pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic model of remimazolam is available for the 
bispectral index, but the relationship to sedation (measured by Modified Observer’s 
Assessment of Awareness/Sedation Scale) in procedural sedation is unknown.
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INTRODUCTION

Remimazolam is an ultra- short acting benzodiazepine ad-
ministered by i.v. injection or infusion, which is approved 
for induction and maintenance of general anesthesia in 
Japan (Anerem) and procedural sedation in the United States 
(ByFavo) and China (Ruima). Remimazolam is rapidly hy-
drolyzed by liver carboxylesterase 1 to an inactive metabolite 
(CNS7054)1 and is, therefore, superior to midazolam with its 
rapid and predictable onset and offset.2 Remimazolam may 
be used with fentanyl to minimize discomfort level during 
uncomfortable medical procedures (e.g., colonoscopy or 
bronchoscopy).

Remimazolam’s phase III studies were initiated using 
a 5- mg dose administered (with 2.5 mg top- up doses) with 
fentanyl 75  µg (with 25  µg top- up doses)3,4 to target a 
Modified Observer’s Assessment of Awareness/Sedation 
Scale (MOAA/S)5 of 2– 3 (representing “moderate sedation”) 
required for successful procedural sedation, with the under-
standing that a successful procedure may be performed with 
an MOAA score of 0– 3, but “deep sedation” (MOAA/S score 
of 0– 1) should be avoided because these subjects are not in-
tubated. Early in the conduct of the study, the Data- Safety- 
Monitoring Committee reviewed cases of unintentionally 
deep sedation (e.g., MOAA/S of 0– 1) and recommended a 
decrease in the initial fentanyl dose to 50 µg (or lower in el-
derly patients), with no changes in the remimazolam dose.3,4,6

Unintentionally, deep sedation at higher doses of fentanyl 
appeared to be related to the synergistic effects between 
benzodiazepines and opioids,7- 9 which were reported for a 
previous population pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic 
(PopPK/PD) analysis of remimazolam and remifentanil in 
general anesthesia using bispectral edge (BIS).10 Sedation 
using BIS is not directly correlated with sedation measured 
using the MOAA/S in procedural sedation.11 Therefore, 

a PopPK/PD model was developed to improve the under-
standing of the relationship between remimazolam plasma 
concentrations (Cp) with or without fentanyl and MOAA/S 
to support the dose rationale for concomitantly adminis-
tered fentanyl and remimazolam in procedural sedation. 
Development of this PopPK/PD model allowed simulations 
to evaluate the appropriateness of the phase III dosing reg-
imen in the overall population and in subpopulations with 
different PK/PD characteristics.

Given that sedation at any given time is dependent on 
sedation at a previous timepoint, a Markov model is more 
appropriate to evaluate PK/PD of remimazolam than an or-
dinal logistic regression model. Markov models describe the 
drug’s effects on the transition from the previous state of se-
dation to the present sedation state to allow for more realistic 
simulations.12 Therefore, the overall goals of this analysis 
were to describe remimazolam- induced sedation over time 
in the presence of fentanyl, to evaluate what factors affect 
PD parameters, and to simulate various doses to evaluate the 
optimal dose.

METHODS

Subject data

Sedation data from 10 phase I– III studies described in 
Table S1 were pooled for PopPK/PD analysis. Studies were 
conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki 
and the International Conference on Harmonization of Good 
Clinical Practice, across Japan, the United States, and the 
European Union. All studies were approved by ethics com-
mittees (Table S1, along with clinical- trial registry numbers 
and registration dates) and written informed consent was ob-
tained prior to study procedures. These studies included:

WHAT QUESTION DID THIS STUDY ADDRESS?
What is the optimal dose of remimazolam when administered with fentanyl in proce-
dural sedation and are there subgroups that require dosage adjustments?
WHAT DOES THIS STUDY ADD TO OUR KNOWLEDGE?
Exposure- response modeling supported the recommended dose (remimazolam 5 mg 
with fentanyl 50 μg) in procedural sedation and showed that the dose of remimazolam 
does not need to be changed in elderly patients, but some elderly patients may have a 
longer duration of sedation.
HOW MIGHT THIS CHANGE CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY OR 
TRANSLATIONAL SCIENCE?
Using a Markov model resulted in excellent agreement of observed and predicted 
transitions between sedation states but did less well at predicting the actual level of 
sedation. The magnitude of “deep sedation” was overpredicted. Relative differences 
among dosing regimens can still be assessed to support dose selection when the bias 
is consistently conservative. Thus, the conservativeness of a model should be consid-
ered in the interpretation of modeling and simulation results.
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• Five phase I studies in healthy subjects (ONO- 2745– 01,13 
ONO- 2745– 02,13 ONO- 2745IVU007,14 CNS7056- 001,15 
and CNS7056- 01716);

• Two phase II studies in procedural sedation (CNS7056- 002,17 
and CNS7056- 00418);

• Three phase III studies in procedural sedation (CNS7056- 006,3 
CNS7056- 008,4 and CNS7056- 0156).

For procedural sedation studies, subjects received an ini-
tial i.v. remimazolam dose of 5 to 8 mg administered over 
1 min, followed, if required, by 1  mg, 2  mg, 2.5  mg, or 
3  mg top- up doses, at least 3  min apart depending on the 
study.3,4,6,18

One study (ONO- 2745– 02)13 in healthy subjects had an 
up to 1- h i.v. infusion of remimazolam 1 mg/kg/hr. A sec-
ond study (CNS7056- 01716) in healthy subjects infused 
remimazolam i.v. at 5 mg/min for 5 min, then 3 mg/min for 
15 min, and then 1 mg/min for 15 min. For 3 other healthy 

subject studies (ONO- 2745– 01,13 ONO- 2745- IVU007,14 and 
CNS7056- 00115), i.v. bolus remimazolam doses of 0.01 to 
0.5 mg/kg were administered.

MOAA/S, a validated scale for measuring the level 
of sedation (5  =  complete alertness, 0  =  completely unre-
sponsive), was measured before and after administration of 
placebo and remimazolam with and without fentanyl.5 To 
simplify Markov modeling, MOAA/S score was recoded 
into 4 recoded MOAA/S (RCMOAA) groups (Figure  1): 
RCMOAA of 4 (“not sedated”) was equivalent to a MOAA/S 
of 5; RCMOAA of 3 (“light sedation”) was equivalent to 
an MOAA/S of 4; RCMOAA of 2 (moderate sedation) was 
equivalent to an MOAA/S of 3 or 2; RCMOAA of 1 (deep 
sedation) was equivalent to an MOAA/S of 1 or 0; and 
RCMOAAS of 6 was used for “inadequate sedation” (result-
ing in rescue medication).

The analysis population included all subjects in the per 
protocol population who had at least one MOAA/S score.

F I G U R E  1  PK/PD model for remimazolam. keor and keof describe the rates of equilibrium between plasma concentrations and sedation for 
remimazolam and fentanyl, respectively. RCMOAA of 4 (“not sedated”) was equivalent to an MOAA/S of 5; RCMOAA of 3 (“light sedation”) was 
equivalent to an MOAA/S of 4; RCMOAA of 2 (“moderate sedation”) was equivalent to an MOAA/S of 3 or 2; RCMOAA of 1 (“deep sedation”) 
was equivalent to an MOAA/S of 1 or 0; and RCMOAAS of 6 was used for “inadequate sedation” (resulting in rescue medication). Pr = Transition 
probabilities (probabilities for subjects being in each of the four states at each time point conditioned on their previous state) defined using two 
digits (first = previous score, second = current score). Numbers of subjects in the following transitions were too small to be modeled: P41, P42, 
P31, P13, and P14. MOAA/S, Modified Observer’s Assessment of Awareness/Sedation Scale; PD, pharmacodynamic; PK, pharmacokinetic; 
RCMOAA, recoded Modified Observer’s Assessment of Awareness/Sedation Scale
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General modeling methods

NONMEM version 7.3 (ICON Development Solutions) was 
used to develop the model using the numerical Laplacian 
method with Centering and Likelihood options. Graphical 
analyses and visual predictive checks (VPCs) were performed 
using R version 3.0.2 and Xpose version 4.5.3; bootstrapping 
was conducted using Perl- speaks- NONMEM program ver-
sion 4.4.0.

Remimazolam exposure

Empiric Bayes Estimates (EBE) of PK parameters from a 
previously developed PopPK model19 were used to predict 
remimazolam Cp at the time of each RCMOAAS score for 
319 subjects with Cp data. In subjects with PD (but no PK) 
data, individual PK parameters were simulated based on 
PopPK parameters, including relevant covariates for predic-
tions of Cp at the time of each MOAA/S score. If the subject 
received placebo, Cp was assumed to be 0.

Fentanyl exposure

Because fentanyl Cp were not collected and fentanyl doses 
are given at different times in each individual subject, pub-
lished PK parameters20 were used to simulate the population- 
predicted fentanyl Cp- time profile after each dose. The 
parameters for a 3- compartment model included clearance 
(0.574 L*min−1), central volume (V1; 12.7 L), volumes of 
distribution of the peripheral compartments (V2; 54.2 L and 
V3, 272 L), and intercompartmental clearances (Q2; 4.93 
L*min−1 and Q3, 2.53 L*min−1).

Model

Figure 1 illustrates the overall model process, including the 
20 transition probabilities between sedation status and rescue 
states. Transition probabilities (i.e., probabilities for subjects 
being in each of the 4 states at each timepoint conditioned on 
their previous state) are defined using two digits (first = pre-
vious score, second = current score).

The NONMEM control stream is included in Figure S1, 
which describes the Markov equations. Drug effects were 
added to relative probability on natural log scale Gikm_r (t):

Where φkm reflects the baseline log- transformed relative 
probability of k  →  m transition without drug effects; fd-
km(q(t)i,j) denotes the additional drug effects on k  →  m 

transition probability; ti,j is the time for the jth observation in 
the ith subject; q(t)i,j is the corresponding effect- compartment 
drug concentration; ηi is a proportional error model repre-
senting the random effect for subject i. There were no random 
effects for rescue probabilities because subjects can only be 
rescued once.

Drug effects on transitional probabilities fdkm(q(t)i,j) were 
modeled as maximum effect (Emax):

Where drug effects on each transition probability were in-
corporated into respective logit expressions and Emaxkm is 
the drug- related magnitude for the k → m transition; EC50i 
is the potency (half- maximal effective concentration) of Emax 
for the ith subject; and Ce (i,j) is the drug concentration at the 
effect site for the ith subject at the jth observation, where keo 
describes the disequilibrium between plasma and effect site 
concentrations.

Table S2 outlines the development of fixed and random ef-
fects. Interindividual variability (IIV) was added to the EC50 
and keo of remimazolam using a proportional error model. 
After unsuccessfully attempting IIVs on separate transitions, 
one universal random effect (ETA) was used on all downward 
transitions and one ETA on all upward transitions. Numbers 
of subjects in the following transitions were too small to have 
ETA estimated: P41, P42, P31, P13, and P14.

Covariates

The prespecified covariates were the effect of fentanyl Cp on 
remimazolam’s EC50, and the effects of sex, race, age, body 
mass index (BMI), procedure type, and American Society of 
Anesthesiology Classification (ASA class) on the transition prob-
abilities, EC50, and/or keo of remimazolam. Effects of covari-
ates on fentanyl’s PD parameters were not evaluated given, only 
population- predicted fentanyl concentrations were available.

If shrinkage was adequate, effects were evaluated only if 
plots of EBEs versus the covariate suggested a relationship. If 
shrinkage was greater than 45%, covariates were tested using 
forward addition and only included if the objective function 
value decreased by 10.828 (p < 0.001 with 1 degree of free-
dom) and there was adequate precision of estimates and bio-
logical plausibility.

Sensitivity analysis

A sensitivity analysis was conducted to evaluate how ran-
domness in PK (from subjects with no Cp) contributed to 
the PD parameter estimates by using typical values from the 

(1)Gikm_r (t) = �km + fdkm

(

q(t)i,j

)

+ �i

(2)fdkm

(

q(t)i,j

)

= Emaxkm ×
Ce (i, j)

EC50i + Ce (i, j)
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PopPK model for subjects without Cp and the individual pre-
dicted parameters for subjects with Cp.

Another sensitivity analysis was conducted to evaluate 
whether the data from healthy subjects (with different dosing 
and less frequent MOAA/S sampling) influenced the PD pa-
rameters by re- running the model with data from bronchos-
copy and colonoscopy patients only (with similar dosing and 
observation times).

Model performance

Model parameter precision was assessed using nonparamet-
ric bootstrapping stratified by study with 250 runs (due to 
long run time); then, the median and 95% confidence inter-
vals of parameter estimates were calculated and compared 
with NONMEM output.

Model fitting was assessed using simulation- based 
goodness- of- fit plots (VPCs). Monte Carlo simulations 
(n = 500) using fixed model parameters were used to cal-
culate transition probabilities over independent variables 
(times, remimazolam effect- site concentrations, and syn-
ergistically combined remimazolam + fentanyl effect- site 
concentrations). The resulting simulated data were over-
layed with observed probabilities for evaluation of model 
performance.

Parameter predictive checks were also implemented to 
evaluate the model performance by comparing the observed 
and predicted proportions of subjects achieving each mini-
mum RCMOAA score. For each simulation, the predicted 
minimum RCMOAA was reported based on three equal 
consecutive minimum values to account for randomness. 
Subsequently, the proportions of subjects achieving each 
minimum RCMOAA were determined for each simulation. 
Observed data were summarized similarly. Once all simu-
lations were completed, the average percentage of subjects 
achieving each minimum RCMOAA score was compared 
with observed data.

Simulations

Simulations were conducted for the following combinations 
of a single dose of remimazolam and fentanyl (1000 subjects 
per dose combination × 100 replicates):

• Remimazolam 4 mg with fentanyl 50 or 75 μg
• Remimazolam 5 mg with fentanyl 25, 50, or 75 μg
• Remimazolam 6 mg with fentanyl 25 or 50 μg.

Where fentanyl was administered over 2  min, and then 
remimazolam administered over 1  min immediately after 
completion of fentanyl (referred to as 2 min apart).

Simulations were conducted assuming 75% of subjects 
were less than 65 years old and 25% of subjects were greater 
than 65 years old; half were men and half were women; half 
were African Americans and half were White, Asian, or 
other; half had a normal BMI and half had a BMI greater 
than >25 kg/m2; and all subjects had colonoscopies, so that 
each subgroup would have sufficient subjects to allow an 
interpretation.

Sedation scores were collected every 0.5  min from the 
start of fentanyl administration to 7 min, then every 1 min 
thereafter up to 15 min. Plots and tables were produced sum-
marizing the proportion of subjects achieving benchmarks: 
moderate sedation, deep sedation, “light sedation, and not 
sedated over time.

RESULTS

Figure S2 illustrates 35,356 observations from 1071 subjects 
included in analysis. Significant sedation was observed for 
50– 70  min after 1– 5 doses of remimazolam. There were 
many observations of RCMOAA  =  4 at later times when 
recovery was complete. After placebo- only administration, 
there were 2 instances of RCMOAA = 3 and all other ob-
servations were RCMOAA = 4 with no time- related placebo 
effect. Following fentanyl with placebo administration, light 
sedation lasted up to 100 min.

Table  S3 summarizes demographics and other covari-
ates. Subjects included 53.2% men and 46.8% women, who 
were mostly White with 17.5% African Americans and 7.7% 
Asians. Nearly one- third of subjects were obese. More than 
one- third of subjects were ASA class 1, 46.4% of subjects 
were ASA class 2, 16.3% were ASA class 3, and 1.6% were 
ASA class 4. The average age of subjects was 53.8  years, 
with 224 elderly (≥65 years) patients. Initial remimazolam 
doses ranged from 0.662 to 38.6  mg. Total doses of remi-
mazolam ranged from 0.662 to 85.0 mg and total doses of 
fentanyl ranged from 25 to 225 μg.

Base model

Table S2 describes base model development. In general, the 
need for different Emax models for each transition probabil-
ity was evaluated, followed by the need for separate ETAs 
on each transition probability. Evaluation of different Emax 
values for different downward transitions was not success-
ful. Therefore, two separate Emax models were used, one for 
downward transition probabilities and one for upward transi-
tion probabilities. The effect of fentanyl was evaluated as-
suming a synergistic effect on remimazolam EC50.

The base model was an effect- compartment model with 
effects of fentanyl on remimazolam EC50

7, separate keo for 
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remimazolam and fentanyl, one ETA on remimazolam keo, 
one ETA on remimazolam EC50, one Emax model and one 
ETA for downward transitions, one Emax model and one ETA 
for upward transitions (Figure 1).

Covariates

Because the shrinkage was high for keo and the downward 
transitions, covariates were tested using forward addition. 
Shrinkage was acceptable for the ETAs on EC50 and for up-
ward transitions; thus, covariates that appeared to have a re-
lationship between the covariate and the EBEs were tested. 
Covariate testing resulted in (Table S2):

• A linear effect of age (centered on median age) on upward 
transitions

• An effect of BMI (<25 kg/m2 vs. >25 kg/m2) and the ef-
fect of procedure type (bronchoscopy vs. colonoscopy vs. 
healthy subjects) on keo.

There were no effects of age or sex on the downward 
transitions.

Final PK/PD model

The final model was the same as the base model with an ef-
fect of age on upward transitions, an effect of BMI on keo, 
and an effect of procedure type on keo (Table 1). Parameter 
estimates (except G13) were estimated with good precision. 

PK/PD model parameter

Estimate (%RSE)
[Bootstrapa  median (2.5th– 97.5th 
percentile)]

G34 −0.224 (−40.5%) [−0.176 (−0.464 to 
0.116)]

Placebo dropout 2.81 (7.1%) [2.81 (2.49– 3.16)]

G46 −6.01 (3.4%) [−6.01 (−6.35 to −5.72)]

G36 −5.37 (−3.2%) [−5.38 (−5.70 to 
−5.10)]

Slope of age effect on 
upward transitions, 
modeled as slope 
x(AGE−54)/AGE

−1.19 (8%) [−1.21 (−1.52 to −0.937)]

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; EC50, half- maximal effective 
concentration; Emax, maximum effect; CV%, coefficient of variation percentage; 
HV, healthy volunteers; IIV, interindividual variability; keo, rates of distribution 
from plasma to the effect site; PD, pharmacodynamic; PK, pharmacokinetic.
aThe bootstrap is resource intensive and exceeded computation capability when 
running 250 bootstraps. Ultimately, there were 169 successful bootstrap runs 
retrieved for parameter summary. Gx,y) is the relative probability on natural log 
scale from the x sedation score to the y sedation score.

T A B L E  1  (Continued)T A B L E  1  NONMEM parameter estimates and estimates from 
a nonparametric bootstrap for the population PK/PD model of 
remimazolam

PK/PD model parameter

Estimate (%RSE)
[Bootstrapa  median (2.5th– 97.5th 
percentile)]

keo for remimazolam, 
min−1

0.619 (11.9%) [0.617 (0.478– 0.787)]

IIV on keo remimazolam, 
CV%

36.8% (22.6%) [36.3% (27.4−43.5%)]

Effect of BMI >25 kg/m2 
on keo

1.29 (8.5%) [1.30 (1.04– 1.55)]

Effect of bronchoscopy 
relative to HV on keo

1.25 (13.5%) [1.25 (0.904– 1.82)]

Effect of colonoscopy 
relative to HV on keo

1.78 (13.0%) [1.80 (1.35– 2.32)]

EC50 for remimazolam, 
μg/ml

0.258 (8.7%) [0.257 (0.201– 0.334)]

IIV on EC50 for 
remimazolam, CV%

35.3% (4.8%) [35.8% (32.1−38.9%)]

keo for fentanyl, min−1 0.569 (14.6%) [0.588 (0.199– 1.25)]

EC50 for fentanyl, ng/ml 2.30 (10.3%) [2.29 (1.76– 3.17)]

Beta U parameter −2.20 (10.4%) [−2.23(−2.83 to 
−1.62)]

Emax for remimazolam, 
downward transitions

11.6 (2.4%) [11.8 (11.0– 12.6)]

IIV on downward 
transitions

±0.453 (11.6%) [0.444 (0.266– 0.616)]

G43 −7.24 (2.9%) [−7.29 (−7.81 to 
−6.82)]

G42 −8.03 (2.7%) [−8.07 (−8.63 to 
−7.53)]

G41 −9.21 (2.6%) [−9.28 (−9.78 to 
−8.74)]

G32 −6.72 (3.2%) [−6.81 (−7.38 to 
−6.30)]

G31 −8.49 (2.6%) [−8.60 (−9.16 to 
−8.03)]

G21 −9.19 (−2.4%) [−9.27 (−9.85 to 
−8.83)]

Emax for remimazolam, 
upward transitions

5.12 (4.1%) [5.17 (4.69– 5.76)]

IIV on upward transitions ±0.594 (6.1%) [0.597 (0.522– 0.652)]

G12 1.21 (10.9%) [1.27 (0.925– 1.63)]

G13 0.218 (67.3%) [0.257 (−0.156 to 
0.655)]

G14 −2.33 (14.5%) [−2.26 (−3.00 to 
−1.72)]

G23 1.09 (10.6%) [1.14 (0.82– 1.43)]

G24 −1.64 (−8.7%) [−1.60 (−1.94 to 
−1.29)]

(Continues)
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Shrinkage was adequate for EC50 (31%) and upward transi-
tion probabilities (41%) but high for keo and downward tran-
sition probabilities (66– 69%).

Model performance

Bootstrap: Parameters from nonparametric bootstrapping 
were nearly identical to NONMEM estimates, except for 
G13 and G34, which differed by 13– 27% (Table 1). VPC: 
Goodness- of- fit plots showed agreement between observed 
and predicted transition probabilities by treatment:

• Transition probabilities versus time (Figure 2),
• Transition probabilities versus remimazolam effect site 

concentrations (Figure S3), and
• Transition probabilities versus fentanyl and combined ef-

fect site concentrations (data not shown).

Predictive Parameter Check: Predicted and observed data 
matched well for colonoscopy patients after the first dose 
(Table 2), showing the model was appropriate for simulation.

In bronchoscopy patients, the model overestimated the 
proportion of subjects with deep sedation and underestimated 
the proportion of subjects with moderate sedation. Therefore, 
only colonoscopy patients after the first dose were used for 
simulations.

Sensitivity analyses

Sensitivity analysis showed that the lack of PK data in some 
patients did not influence the PD parameter estimates. Results 
from the sensitivity analysis, excluding healthy subjects, 
showed that patients had a lower EC50 for remimazolam and 
fentanyl, a lower Emax for upward transitions, a higher G13 
(suggesting a greater likelihood of recovery from deep seda-
tion), and a lower G34 (suggesting a lower likelihood of re-
covery from light sedation to not sedated). Use of this model 
did not improve the consistency of observed and predicted 
data for bronchoscopy patients and was not utilized further.

Simulations

When remimazolam and fentanyl were administered together 
(2 min apart), remimazolam 5 mg appeared to be more appro-
priate than 4 or 6 mg when administered with fentanyl 50 μg 
(Figure 3). Fentanyl 50 μg appeared to be more appropriate 
than 25 μg or 75 μg, when administered with remimazolam 
5 mg (Figure 4). Remimazolam 6 mg produced deep sedation 
when given with fentanyl 50 μg (Figure 3). Although a minor 
advantage of remimazolam 4 mg with fentanyl 75 μg over 
remimazolam 5 mg with fentanyl 50 μg cannot be ruled out 
(Figure 5), this advantage was just above the level of random 
chance.

F I G U R E  2  Observed and simulated transition probabilities versus time since first event for patients receiving remimazolam. Time since 
first event with the most likely event being a predose observation but the event could have been during placebo, a fentanyl, remimazolam 
administration. Observed probabilities = red line, predicted probabilities from 500 simulations = black dots; transitions described using two digits 
(first = previous score, second = current score)
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The pattern for elderly subjects receiving remimazolam 
5 mg with fentanyl 50 μg was similar, with a trend for a 4– 6% 
increase in the proportion of subjects with deep sedation and 
moderate sedation, and a trend for a 4– 6% decrease in the pro-
portion of subjects with light sedation and not sedated, when 
compared with subjects less than 65 years old (Figure S4). 
In addition, the duration of sedation was slightly (2– 3 min) 
longer in elderly patients.

DISCUSSION

A PopPK/PD model for remimazolam was developed that 
describes the sedation scores over time in procedural seda-
tion patients. The most important covariate was fentanyl co- 
administration, as expected, given the synergistic relationship 
between benzodiazepines and opioids.7- 9 Race, sex, BMI greater 
than 25 kg/m2, and procedure type had small, but not clinically 
relevant effects, on remimazolam- induced sedation. Although 
age has no effect on the PK of remimazolam, it was associated 
with small differences in the sedation levels between elderly 
patients and younger patients. The availability of a PopPK/PD 
model for remimazolam allowed for the evaluation of scenarios 
with different doses of remimazolam and fentanyl. The model 
supports that remimazolam 5 mg administered 2 min after ini-
tiation of administration of fentanyl 50 μg is appropriate, rela-
tive to other doses and combinations with fentanyl.

A Markov model, which described the transitions between 
sedation states over time following remimazolam administra-
tion with an effect of fentanyl on EC50, described the proba-
bilities of various transitions over time. The main objective 
for development of this PopPK/PD model was to evaluate 
whether the remimazolam and fentanyl doses (remimazolam 
5 mg with fentanyl 50 μg) used in phase III procedural seda-
tion studies were optimal.

The simulations showed that remimazolam 5  mg with 
fentanyl 50  μg (the phase III dose) is an appropriate dose, 
providing a higher proportion of subjects that had moderate 
sedation balanced with a lower proportion of subjects that 
had deep sedation, relative to other doses. Remimazolam 
4 mg with fentanyl 75 μg had a trend for a higher (~5%) pro-
portion of patients that had moderate sedation, but a simi-
lar proportion of patients that had deep sedation compared 
with remimazolam 5  mg with fentanyl 50  μg. Although a 
minor advantage to remimazolam 4 mg with fentanyl 75 μg 
over remimazolam 5 mg with fentanyl 50 μg cannot be ruled 
out, this advantage (which is just above the level of random 
chance, <4%) does not warrant changing the recommended 
dose from that used in phase III studies, given the large safety 
database with colonoscopy patients receiving remimazolam 
5 mg with fentanyl 50 μg. Moreover, the 5 mg bolus dose of 
remimazolam allows for a lower dose of fentanyl, an advan-
tage in the times of the opioid epidemic.T
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F I G U R E  3  Proportion of subjects at each RCMOAA score when fentanyl 50 μg is administered with remimazolam 4, 5, or 6 mg (2 min apart). 
Fentanyl administered over 2 min, and then remimazolam administered over 1 min immediately after completion of fentanyl = 2 min apart. RCMOAA 
of 4 (“not sedated”) was equivalent to an MOAA/S of 5; RCMOAA of 3 (“light sedation”) was equivalent to an MOAA/S of 4; RCMOAA of 2 
(“moderate sedation”) was equivalent to an MOAA/S of 3 or 2; RCMOAA of 1 (“deep sedation”) was equivalent to an MOAA/S of 1 or 0; and 
RCMOAAS of 6 was used for “inadequate sedation” (resulting in rescue medication). Fentanyl 50 μg administered with remimazolam 4 mg (gray 
line), 5 mg (orange line), or 6 mg (blue line). CSTDY, simulated study cohort; FENT, fentanyl; MOAA/S, Modified Observer’s Assessment of 
Awareness/Sedation Scale; RCMOAA, recoded Modified Observer’s Assessment of Awareness/Sedation Scale; REMI, remimazolam

F I G U R E  4  Proportion of subjects at each sedation score when remimazolam 5 mg is administered with fentanyl 25, 50, or 75 μg (2 min 
apart). Fentanyl administered over 2 min, and then remimazolam administered over 1 min immediately after completion of fentanyl = 2 min 
apart. RCMOAA of 4 (“not sedated”) was equivalent to an MOAA/S of 5; RCMOAA of 3 (“light sedation”) was equivalent to an MOAA/S of 4; 
RCMOAA of 2 (“moderate sedation”) was equivalent to an MOAA/S of 3 or 2; RCMOAA of 1 (“deep sedation”) was equivalent to an MOAA/S 
of 1 or 0; and RCMOAAS of 6 was used for “inadequate sedation” (resulting in rescue medication). Remimazolam 5 mg with fentanyl 25 μg (gray 
line), 50 μg (orange line), or 75 μg (blue line). CSTDY, simulated study cohort; FENT, fentanyl; MOAA/S, Modified Observer’s Assessment of 
Awareness/Sedation Scale; RCMOAA, recoded Modified Observer’s Assessment of Awareness/Sedation Scale; REMI, remimazolam
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All conclusions were based on relative (and not absolute) 
changes given that the simulations suggest that there may not 
be an absolute “ideal” dose from the model where very few 
(<2.5%) subjects who had deep sedation or were not sedated 
and greater than 95% of subjects had either moderate seda-
tion or light sedation. It is important to note that even in colo-
noscopy patients (where there was good agreement between 
observed and predicted sedation scores), there is a slight 
(<10%) overprediction of the proportion of subjects who had 
deep sedation. This overprediction is likely a consequence of 
the fact that only one Emax model was used for all downward 
transitions and one Emax model was used for upward tran-
sitions. In reality, a different Emax model for each transition 
may describe the data (e.g., the relationship may differ when 
going from not sedated to light sedation compared with going 
from moderate sedation to deep sedation), but this could not 
be assessed in the current model given its complexity (>30 
unsuccessful models, each with >10 h run times using 10 par-
allelized NONMEM runs on a 16- core machine). A Markov 
model has not been studied with midazolam or propofol, so 
it is difficult to make comparisons across drugs in procedural 
sedation. Overall, the present model for remimazolam may 
have a systematic error that overpredicts sedation, but this 
bias is in the same direction for all simulation scenarios and 
is conservative (i.e., more sedation than likely). Therefore, 

the model remains useful to compare sedation scores across 
dosing regimens, but the absolute proportion of subjects with 
deep sedation will be overestimated.

An effect compartment model was chosen over other po-
tential models given that this model was developed for anes-
thetics with a delay between the drug in plasma and the site 
of action as the most important factor explaining drug on-
set.21- 23 Remimazolam’s effect- site half- life (t½keo, 1.1 min, 
respectively) was shorter than previously reported in healthy 
subjects from two studies (2.716 and 2.815 min) and much 
shorter than reported in Chinese subjects receiving remim-
azolam (14  min24). This discrepancy may be due to more 
intensive observations in the current analysis, differences in 
patient populations, or concomitant use of fentanyl.

Few covariate effects (other than the synergistic effect of 
fentanyl) explained variability in the PD parameters of remi-
mazolam. Small effects of BMI on keo (which was reported 
for the model for BIS scores in the general anesthesia popula-
tion10) and of procedure type on keo (with a 1.78× faster and 
1.24× faster equilibrium between plasma concentrations and 
sedation in colonoscopy patients and bronchoscopy patients, 
respectively, relative to healthy subjects) were identified. 
These changes do not alter the magnitude of sedation but may 
lead to very small changes in the time of onset, which are not 
likely to be clinically relevant.

F I G U R E  5  Proportion of subjects at each RCMOAA score when remimazolam 5 mg is administered with fentanyl 50 μg or remimazolam 
4 mg is administered with fentanyl 75 μg (2 min apart). Fentanyl administered over 2 min, and then remimazolam administered over 1 min 
immediately after completion of fentanyl = 2 min apart. RCMOAA of 4 (“not sedated”) was equivalent to an MOAA/S of 5; RCMOAA of 3 
(“light sedation”) was equivalent to an MOAA/S of 4; RCMOAA of 2 (“moderate sedation”) was equivalent to an MOAA/S of 3 or 2; RCMOAA 
of 1 (“deep sedation”) was equivalent to an MOAA/S of 1 or 0; and RCMOAAS of 6 was used for “inadequate sedation” (resulting in rescue 
medication). Fentanyl 75 μg administered with remimazolam 4 mg (gray line) and fentanyl 50 μg administered with remimazolam 5 mg (orange 
line). CSTDY, simulated study cohort; FENT, fentanyl; MOAA/S, Modified Observer’s Assessment of Awareness/Sedation Scale; RCMOAA, 
recoded Modified Observer’s Assessment of Awareness/Sedation Scale; REMI, remimazolam
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The most important demographic covariate effect was the 
small effect of increasing age on decreasing upward transition 
probabilities. The magnitude of the effect of age on sedation 
can only be assessed based on simulations. The simulations 
showed a trend (4– 6%) for an increased proportion of elderly 
subjects that had deep sedation and moderate sedation, and a 
trend for a 4– 6% decrease in the proportion of subjects with 
light sedation and were not sedated, when compared with sub-
jects less than 65 years of age. In addition, the duration of seda-
tion was slightly (2– 3 min) longer. Thus, even though there is 
no effect of age on the PK of remimazolam, there appears to be 
a PD effect related to increased age that is small and unlikely to 
be clinically relevant in most elderly patients. The dose of remi-
mazolam does not need to be changed in elderly patients, but 
some elderly patients may have a longer duration of sedation.

The main limitation of the model is that whereas the 
observed and predicted probabilities were well matched, 
the observed and predicted sedation scores were less well 
matched. When the transition probabilities were converted 
to actual sedation scores, it was clear that the model pre-
dicted sedation scores reasonably well (within ~10%) in 
colonoscopy patients but overestimated the sedation in 
bronchoscopy patients.

A second limitation is that the discrete Markov model cho-
sen for modeling assumed that the interval between observa-
tions is the same throughout. All procedural sedation studies 
had MOAA/S every 0.5  min during onset and every 1  min 
during recovery but phase I studies had MOAA/S less fre-
quently during onset and recovery. A sensitivity analysis with 
only procedural sedation studies did not result in improvements 
between predicted and observed sedation scores. Nonetheless, 
improvement in goodness- of- fit with the use of a continuous 
time Markov model,25 which was not attempted, cannot be 
ruled out. Importantly, the current model does well at predict-
ing sedation scores in colonoscopy patients, which is the largest 
population, and is conservative in bronchoscopy patients.

A third limitation of the simulations is the fact that a suc-
cessful procedure can be completed with the balance of fen-
tanyl and remimazolam and may be successful when subjects 
had light sedation, even though moderate sedation is targeted 
for the majority of patients. Therefore, there is not a uniform 
correlation between sedation scores and the ability to com-
plete a successful procedure.

Overall, PopPK/PD modeling supported the recom-
mended dose (remimazolam 5  mg with fentanyl 50  μg) in 
procedural sedation and showed that the dose of remima-
zolam does not need to be changed in elderly patients, but 
some elderly patients may have a longer duration of sedation.
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